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Imagine you are walking and notice a person crying on the
sidewalk visibly in distress. This individual is not familiar to you
and has not requested any assistance, so you understandably
hesitate to approach. A likely question you may ask yourself in
that moment of indecision is whether you would like a stranger to
offer support if you found yourself in a similar situation. Do you
ultimately stop to offer emotional support? The ability to
understand the circumstances of someone other than yourself is
defined as empathy. Empathy is a complex behavior that
facilitates the formation of social connections through interperso-
nal socialization and aid. A lack of empathy can contribute to the
psychopathology of several neuropsychiatric diseases, including
autism spectrum disorder and substance use disorder. Therefore, it
is crucial to understand the psychological processes and
neurobiological substrates of empathic behavior.
Empathy requires a nuanced understanding of the interaction

between emotions and perceptions and has been challenging—
even controversial—to model in the preclinical laboratory setting.
Early studies from the 1950–1960s established that rats will exhibit
emotional reactions when witnessing a conspecific in distress
[1, 2]. More recent work have extended these observations by
showing that rats will release a distressed conspecific from
restraint [3] or a water-filled compartment [4]. However, these
procedures have not disambiguated the role of direct social
interaction from indirect empathic behavior; both the distressed
target and the empathic observer interact in the same environ-
ment after rescue, leading to the possibility that rewarding social
interaction and contact is what drives rodent empathy [5, 6].
Thus, in this issue of Neuropsychopharmacology, Cox and Reichel
[7] introduce a novel behavioral procedure to directly address this
question.
Initially, using an operant two-chamber apparatus, the authors

reproduce [4] that male rats (termed Observers) learn to chain-pull
to release distressed conspecifics (termed Targets) from either a
water-filled (distress condition) or an empty (e.g., no distress
condition) chamber and subsequently interact in a dry compart-
ment. Notably, when the authors reversed the role of each pair,
such that the Observer became the Target and vice versa, new
Observers were faster in releasing the new Target than the original
ones. These data suggest that previous experience promotes
faster acquisition of the task.
To show direct, rather than indirect, empathetic behavior in the

absence of social interaction the authors added a third, physically
separated but visually clear and perforated, compartment to their
two-chamber apparatus. Here, contingent on the Observer chain-
pull, the distressed Target was rescued to the separate dry
compartment in the absence of physical social interaction.
Notably, Observers learned to aid conspecifics even without

direct social interaction, although exclusively when Targets were
in distress. This procedure is critically dependent on the presence
of the distressed conspecific as evidenced by the failure of
Observers to acquire stable responding for either an empty wet
chamber or for an inanimate “fake rat”. Using this novel
procedure, Cox and Reichel extend previously established indirect
empathetic behavioral procedures by removing direct physical
social interaction as a potential confound.
Often conserved across species, many nonhuman animals and

humans react to the affective state of others in a process coined
“emotional contagion” [8]. Distressed individuals benefit from
conspecific consolation behaviors, and conversely, a distressed
individual can also transmit stress to others. Based on the
bidirectional nature of emotional social transmission [8], the
authors propose that the Targets’ distress is “emotionally”
transferred to the Observers to promote a similar affective state.
Once the Observers perform their contingent response releasing
the Targets, the consequent relief is also “emotionally” transferred
and acts as a reinforcer to the Observers’ actions.
This is a fascinating framework. However, previous findings

show that rodents robustly and reliably self-administer a spectrum
of socially reinforcing behaviors spanning from aggression [9] to
the opportunity to gain access to a social peer [10]. Therefore, it is
critical to determine the motivational contribution of direct social
reinforcement relative to the direct empathic release a distressed
conspecific. For this purpose, the authors increased the reinforce-
ment schedule from a simple fixed-ratio (FR) 1 to more stringent
FR5 and FR10 in both two- and three-chamber apparatus.
Strikingly, Observers from the two-chamber apparatus, which
allow direct social interaction, increased and maintained their
responding once the required effort was increased. Observers
from the three-chamber apparatus were significantly slower in
releasing the distressed conspecifics, suggesting that direct
empathic responding in the absence of social interaction is
strongly modulated by effort. However, empathic responding was
maintained over time as shown by the Observers’ persistent
release of distressed conspecifics for up to two weeks following
the final day of acquisition. These findings, in agreement with
previous literature [3, 4], support the notion that positive social
interaction is critical in maintaining rats’ empathetic behavior.
Finally, the authors show that the propensity to release a

distressed conspecific is sensitive to previous familiarity with their
paired conspecific. When a familiar Target is replaced with an
unfamiliar Target in the water-filled pool, the Observer learns
release the stranger in distress albeit with a significantly increased
latency. These data indicate that rats can adjust their empathic
behavior to help an unfamiliar, distressed conspecific. In
combination, these data are remarkably intriguing. What neural
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mechanisms govern direct empathic behavior in rats? Are these a
subset, or completely unique, from those governing direct social
interaction? What social cues transfer direct empathic responding
between familiar and non-familiar targets?
Cox and Reichel’s novel rat direct empathy procedure is well-

timed with the clear current interest in developing ethologically
relevant behavioral procedures that allow researchers to better
capture complex social behaviors [6]. This behavioral approach
has direct applicability to myriad neuropsychiatric conditions, and
it is with great interest and enthusiasm that behavioral
neuroscientists await the mechanistic investigations that will take
full advantage of this behavioral approach.
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